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Sleek, high-performance SSD for the on-the-go tech
specialist

Up to 1TB of storage
Sleek, stylish, and ultra-modern design
Lightweight and shock resistant—take it everywhere
Future-proof USB-C technology
Transfer speeds up to 540/500MB/s
Folder-syncing software helps keep your important files up-to-date

The Seagate Fast SSD is perfect for personal, on-the-go storage. This
lightweight and stylish external SSD can store up to 1TB of your favorite
photos, videos and must-have files. Plus, the fully reversible USB-C cable
means hassle-free connectivity with an ever-increasing number of USB-C
compatible devices. The Seagate Fast SSD also has some of the fastest
read/write speeds around—up to 540/500MB/s. Take advantage of the
folder syncing feature which monitors a target folder for any file additions,
deletions or modifications.

Smart looks. The meticulously crafted Fast SSD is sleek, lightweight,
and shock resistant. It can withstand anything the commute can throw at
you.

True speed. With maximum sequential read/write speeds up to
540/500MB/s, you’ll be able to work on any project, at any time, directly
from the Fast SSD. Included formatting tool lets you optimize your drive
for max performance, or cross-OS compatibility.

Future-proof with USB-C. USB-C is steadily gaining acceptance and
usage. And Fast SSD is helping to set the stage. Equipped with USB-C
technology, enjoy the fully reversible USB-C cable for hassle-free
connectivity. You can also use an included USB Type-C to Type-A cable
for compatibility.

Convenient folder syncing. Mirror your files and projects with the
included folder-syncing software. You can have a designated folder
monitored, so that your Fast SSD will automatically keep up with the
latest changes to your files.
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Specifications
Retail Packaging Product Dimensions Box Dimensions Master Carton Dimensions Pallet Dimensions
Length (in/mm) 3.701in/94mm 5.787in/147mm 6.811in/173mm 40in/1016mm
Width (in/mm) 3.11in/79mm 4.114in/104.5mm 5.236in/133mm 47.992in/1219mm
Depth (in/mm) 0.354in/9mm 1.28in/32.5mm 4.173in/106mm 44.291in/1125mm
Weight (lb/kg) 0.181lb/0.082kg 0.425lb/0.193kg 1.973lb/0.895kg 671.087lb/304.4kg
Quantities
Boxes per Master Carton 4
Master Cartons per Pallet 320
Pallet Layers 8

System Requirements

Windows® 7 or higher, or Mac OS® X 10.9 or higher operating system1,2

USB-C or USB 3.0 port (required for USB 3.0 transfer speeds or backwards
compatible with USB 2.0 ports at USB 2.0 transfer speeds)2

 
What's Included

Seagate® Fast SSD portable drive
Seagate Toolkit: backup and mirroring software3

Type-C cable (18-in)
Type-C to Type-A USB 3.0 cable (18-in)
Quick start guide

Region Model Number Capacity Color Limited Warranty
(years)

UPC Code EAN Code Multi-Pack UPC

WW STCM250400 250GB Black 3 763649126585 3660619403684 10763649126582
WW STCM500401 500GB Black 3 763649126592 3660619403691 10763649126599
WW STCM1000400 1TB Black 3 763649126608 3660619403707 10763649126605

1 Reformatting for Mac may be required.

2 Compatibility may vary depending on user’s hardware configuration and operating system.

3 Requires Internet connection.
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